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Likert questions in microsoft forms

So it's not the perfect approach, but here's what I did... Like anyone else mentioned, in Power Query I first copied the query, chose columns to include only ID and Likert entries, and then unpivoted the Likert scale so that I had zillion rows attribute /value pairs. I then added a conditional column (cheating
using a column of examples) to the numeric value for each of my values. In my case I strongly disagree = -2, I disagree = 1, I disagree or disagree = 0, I agree = 1, I strongly agree = 2.Loading it into the data model, Power BI auto-detected ID as a key field and built the relationship between my main table
and my Likert Question Table. To visualize, I just used horizontal barchart using questions for axis and Response_Numeric for values (using Average Summary), plus custom X axis label (with a bunch of underscores because PBI ignored multiple spaces). I also force-set the X axis so that Min was -2
and Max was 2 so that the scale remained true to the feedback. It doesn't give the full nuance that the native MS Forms tool does, and it's not super-pretty, but it does show the essence of the data as you apply filters based on other demographics. Here's how it looked (note that it was just a subset of my
data, but highlights how it looks): So it's not the perfect approach, but here's what I did... Like anyone else mentioned, in Power Query I first copied the query, chose columns to include only ID and Likert entries, and then unpivoted the Likert scale so that I had zillion rows attribute /value pairs. I then
added a conditional column (cheating using a column of examples) to the numeric value for each of my values. In my case I strongly disagree = -2, I disagree = 1, I disagree or disagree = 0, I agree = 1, I strongly agree = 2.Loading it into the data model, Power BI auto-detected ID as a key field and built
the relationship between my main table and my Likert Question Table. To visualize, I just used horizontal barchart using questions for axis and Response_Numeric for values (using Average Summary), plus custom X axis label (with a bunch of underscores because PBI ignored multiple spaces). I also
force-set the X axis so that Min was -2 and Max was 2 so that the scale remained true to the feedback. It doesn't give the full nuance that the native MS Forms tool does, and it's not super-pretty, but it does show the essence of the data as you apply filters based on other demographics. Here's how it
looked (note that it was just a subset of my data, but highlights how it looks):
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